Patent search is the task of finding relevant existing patents, which is an important part of the patent's examiner's process of validating a patent application. In this paper, we studied how to transform a query patent (the application) into search queries. Three types of search features are explored for automatic query generation for patent search. Furthermore, different types of features are combined with a learning to rank method. Experiments based on a USPTO patent collection demonstrate that the single best search feature is the combination of words and noun-phrases from the summary field and the retrieval performance can be significantly improved by combining three types of search features.
INTRODUCTION
Since patents play an important role in Intellectual Property protection, patent search has attracted considerable attention recently. Prior-art search, one of the main types of patent retrieval, helps the patent examiners to find previously published relevant patents when they need to validate or invalidate a patent application. Compared with other search tasks, prior-art search has its own unique properties. First, different from a technical report, the writers of a patent will focus on how to extend the coverage of their patent or to emphasize novel aspects of the patent, but not how to help the reader understand the techniques easily. Therefore, it is not unusual to see vague expressions and non-standard terminology in a patent. Second, prior-art search is a recall-oriented retrieval task, where not missPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ing a relevant document is more important than retrieving a relevant document at the top rank. Usually, in prior-art search, the patent examiners will carefully examine the first 100 or 200 documents retrieved by the search engine instead of browsing just the top few results. These properties mean that information retrieval models that work well with TREC collections may not be applicable in the patent environment.
Previous work on prior-art search focused on developing the retrieval model, but ignored the generation of a search query from the query patent. Most of this research used the claims extracted from the query patent as the search query without carefully considering whether it is the best choice. Larkey [1] has studied how to transform a patent into a query for patent classification, however this approach has not been explored carefully for prior-art search. Our previous work [2] started to work on this problem and found the summary part of a patent is a much better source for generating query words for prior-art search than the claim part. In this paper, we will explore more factors in automatic query generation and attempt to combine different search features with learning to rank methods. Furthermore, we will report on recall-oriented performance measures, since they are more interesting for the patent task.
In the next section, we briefly describe related work. Then, in section 3, we present the types of features that are used in the experiments. Section 4 discusses how these features are combined. Section 5 presents the experimental results and discusses them.
RELATED WORK
Larkey [1] studied the problem of patent classification instead of prior-art search. However, due to the different properties of these two tasks, observations from patent classification are not necessarily valid for prior-art search, and sometimes even opposite conclusions can be reached. For example, the experiments in this paper show that words from the title field are the least useful for prior-art search, while Larkey assigned more weight to the title for patent classification. Osborn et al. [3] reported some early results about patent retrieval on a subset of the USPTO collection. With phrases as the indexed features, they observed some improvement on retrieval performance. Takaki et al. [4] analyzed the claim part of the patent and discovered query subtopics. The final score of a retrieved document was a weighted combination of the scores of using each extracted query topic as the query. Mase et al. [5] proposed a twostage strategy for patent retrieval. In the first stage, the claim part of the query patent was used to retrieve the top 1,000 patents. In the second stage, several techniques were used to rerank the top 1,000 patents. In a recent paper, Fujii [6] applied link analysis techniques to the citation structures of the patent collection. After combining the citation-based scores with the text-based scores for patents, better performance than only using the text information was achieved.
The NTCIR patent retrieval track 1 has become one of the most important platforms for comparing the retrieval performance of different systems and testing new ideas. The query topics are patents and the queries used are one or more claims of the query patent. In NTCIR4, expert judgments were used as the relevance data. Due to the cost, only 34 query topics were developed. In NTCIR5 and NTCIR6, a patent's citations were used as relevance judgments and thousands of query topics were developed automatically.
"Learning to rank" techniques have attracted considerable attention in recent years. The basic idea is to learn the retrieval model with machine learning techniques. Several machine learning techniques have been used, such as Ranking SVM [7] , RankBoost [8] and RankNet [9] . Recently, a boosting style method, AdaRank [10] was proposed which considered the query as the basic unit and has the property of directly optimizing the performance measure used for the search task.
FEATURES FOR PRIOR-ART SEARCH

Retrieval-Score Features
This type of feature focuses on how to transform the query patent into an effective search query. The retrieval score for the transformed search query will be used as the feature. In this paper, we use Indri [11] as the retrieval model, thus different retrieval-score features differ on how the query patent is transformed into an Indri query.
To design a transforming method, we need to consider several factors: Num, how many query words should be kept, Field, where to extract query words; Weight, which weighting methods are used for query words; NP, whether to use noun-phrases as a complement. A general transforming algorithm is provided in Fig. 1 , where the discussed factors are used as parameters.
For Num, we consider words from 10-100. For Field, we consider six fields of a patent with explicit tags, the title field (ttl), the abstract field (abst), the brief summary field (bsum), the description of the figures(drwd), the detailed text description field (detd) and the claim field (clms). Besides them, we also extract the primary claim field (pclms), which is the most important claim in the claim field. Also, we consider the case that the query words or noun-phrases are extracted from the whole patent (all), which ignores the 1 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/publication1-en.html 
) log(tf)idf 
Low-Level Features
Some useful information from the query patent can't be expressed using Indri queries, so we designed two other types of features. The first type corresponds to important statistics used in information retrieval, such as tf, idf, tf.idf or their variants. Similar features have been used by previous work in learning to rank [12] . Table 1 shows the seven types of low level features used. In Table 1 , qi is the search query transformed from the query patent, wi is the query word, δi is the weight of wi and dj is the document(patent) in the collection. c(wi, dj) denotes the number of times wi appears in dj, |dj| denotes the total number of words in dj , |C| denotes the total number of documents in the collection and df (wi) denotes the number of documents where wi has appeared.
Category Features
The other type of feature that is difficult to represent using Indri queries are the category features, which use the class information in the patent. The patent fields <OCL>, <XCL>, <FSC/FSS> describe the primary class codes, the secondary class codes, and the related class codes of the US classification system, respectively. The <ICL> field indicates the class codes of the international classification system. A category feature can be defined as the similarity of the category fields between the query patent and the patents in the collections. Based on the combinations of different types of category fields, 10 category features are obtained, which are shown in Table 2 . The similarity of two category fields is decided by whether they share the same class code.
FEATURE COMBINATION
Since we linearly combine different features, it is essential to decide the combination weights. The citation field of a patent <UREF> can be used as a substitute for manual relevance judgments for training. Thus, a training set with thousands of queries can be easily constructed. Given this Recall100 Figure 2 : Influence of Num on retrieval performance.
large scale training set, we use learning to rank techniques to help "learn" the combination weights. The expectation is that the weights that work well on the training set will also generate reasonable performance on unseen queries.
AdaRank is used to combine different features in this paper. In the training phase, at each round, AdaRank selects one feature from the feature set based on its retrieval performance on the training set and automatically calculates its combination weight. Generally, the feature selected at each round will focus on the "hard" queries, where previously selected features do not perform well. In the predicting phase, the selected features are combined to predict the rank of documents for unseen queries.
EXPERIMENTS
Corpus
The same corpus as our previous work [2] is used. The USPTO corpus consists of 1,604,386 patents published from 1980 to 1997. We used the patents published from 1980 to 1996 as the test collection, and the patents published in 1997 as candidates for the query set. We restricted the query patents to have at least 20 citations and all the types of fields we are interested in. The final size of the query set is 3,736, which we randomly split it into a training set with 3,361 patents and a test set with 373 patents. Since it is extremely difficult, or even impossible, to get relevance judgments from experts for those thousands of queries, we use a patent's citation field <UREF> as a substitute, which is the same strategy adopted by NTCIR5-6. Indri is used to index the full text of patents in the collection. The Krovetz stemmer is also used. The mean average precision (MAP) and the recall at the first 100 documents (Recall100) are reported. Twotailed t-tests are conducted to decide statistical significance.
Effect of Single Search Features
Effect of Retrieval-Score Features
For the retrieval-score features, as mentioned in Section 3.1, we explore retrieval performance with different values of the parameters Num, Field, Weight and NP.
First, we test eight different values for Num 2 . The Weight is set to bool and NP is set to false. The results are shown in Fig. 2 3 . 2 shows that, for most fields, the best performance is obtained with 20 or 30 words. With more words, the change in the performance is not significant, but the time spent on search is significantly increased. For the title field, 10 words are enough, since the titles of most patents contain less than 10 words. Thus, in the following experiments, Num is set to 10 for the title field and 20 for other fields, considering the balance between accuracy and efficiency.
Second, we explore the parameter Field and the parameter Weight. NP is also set to false. The results are shown in Table 3 4 . * denotes tf is significantly different with both bool and tfidf. † denotes 'bsum+tf' is significantly different with all other field and weight combinations.
The Recall100 part of Table 3 verifies the results we obtained in our previous work [2] : for Weight, tf is the best weighting method; for Field, the summary field is much better than the claim field. Also, the improvement of bsum+tf is more obvious on Recall100 than on MAP.
Third, we want to explore NP. Weight is set as tf. The results for each field type are displayed in Table 4 . 'w' denotes only using words; 'w+p' denotes combining words and noun phrases with weights 0.8 and 0.2. * denotes significantly different with the performance of 'w'. Table 4 shows that, in most cases incorporating noun phrases improves performance slightly.
Performance of Low-Level Features
Since the low-level features do not give good retrieval performance on their own, we use them to rerank the top 1000 documents returned by bsum+tf. Fig. 3 shows the performance of L1-L7(see Table 1 ) . Fig. 3 shows that the low-level features do not improve the performance of 'bsum', which is used to decide the initial rank list of documents. Among low-level features, L3 (log(tf )), L4 (idf ) and L7 (log(tf )idf ) are better than the others. 
Category Features
Similar to the low-level features, we also use the retrievalscore feature 'bsum' to obtain the initial rank and then use the category features to rerank the retrieved documents. Fig. 4 compares C1-C10 (see Table 2 ) with 'bsum'. Fig. 4 shows that the category features perform much worse than 'bsum'. Some potential reasons are: the class code is too broad and the class code hierarchy is changed every year.
Combining Different Types of Features
We use AdaRank to combine different types of features. The experiments are conducted on seven different feature sets: Ret, Low, Cat, Ret+Low, Ret+Cat, Low+Cat and Ret+Low+Cat (All). The performance of SingleBest and AdaRank are compared over each feature set. Results can be found in Table 5 . * denotes significantly different with the SingleBest. α, β and γ denote significantly different with the performance of AdaRank on Ret, Ret+Low and Ret+Cat, respectively. Table 5 shows that the AdaRank combination performs significantly better than SingleBest on most feature sets. This is especially true when all candidate features are used, AdaRank can improve SingleBest by 12.5% on MAP (0.108/ 0.096) and by 13.3% on Recall100 (0.290/0.256). We further compare the performance of AdaRank on Ret, Ret+Low, Ret+Cat and All. AdaRank performs significantly better on Ret+Low and Ret+Cat than on Ret. This observation shows that although Low and Cat features are not as strong as Ret features, they can provide some complementary information to Ret features. After we put all features together, All performs significantly better than Ret+Low and All can also bring some improvement on Ret+Cat but not significant. The above observations show that the benefits of combining all features together mainly come from the complementarity of Ret and Cat features. 
CONCLUSION
Prior-art search is an important task of patent retrieval. In a departure from previous work, we focus on how to automatically transform a query patent into a search query. After exploring different factors of a successful transformation, we provide answers to how many query words should be used, where to extract query words, how to weight them and whether to use noun-phrases. Furthermore, we show that combining different features can significantly improve retrieval performance. In the future, working on more reliable relevance judgments is an important issue.
